Abstract Two tripartite schemes are put forward with shared entanglements and LOCC for sharing an operation on a remote target sate. The first scheme uses a Bell and a symmetric W states as quantum channels, while the second replaces the symmetric W state by an asymmetric one. Both schemes are treated and compared from the aspects of quantum resource consumption, operation complexity, classical resource consumption, success probability and efficiency. It is found that, the latter scheme is better than the former one. Particularly, the sharing can be achieved only probabilistically with the first scheme deterministically with the second one. [23] and have been extensively studied in the last decade. As multi-particle entangled states, they have been exploited to fulfill various quantum tasks in different quantum scenarios. Nowadays, it is well admitted that W states are a kind of important quantum resource in quantum information processing. Due to some of their inherent advantages (e.g., their robustness), W states have been attracting much attention [24] [25] [26] [27] today. In this paper, we will use Bell states and two different W states as shared entanglements to study the issue of QOS. Specifically, we will put forward two different QOS schemes. One uses a Bell and a symmetric tripartite W states as quantum channels, while the other utilizes a Bell and an asymmetric W states. After we present our proposals, we will reveal both schemes' differences with respect to quantum resource consumption, operation complexity, classical resource consumption, success probability and efficiency.
Introduction
Quantum entanglement is an important resource in various fields of quantum information processing, such as quantum key distribution(QKD) [1] [2] [3] , quantum state teleportation(QST) [4] [5] [6] [7] , quantum secret sharing(QSS) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and quantum operation teleportation(QOT) [13] [14] [15] [16] , etc. In 2011 Zhang and Cheung [17] have definitely put forward quantum operation sharing(QOS) with the aid of local operation and classical communication (LOCC) as well as shared entanglements. The basic idea of QOS in a simplest case is that, by virtue of shared entanglements and LOCC the performer of a single-qubit operation can assure the operation be securely performed on a target state in a remote agent's qubit if and only if both agents cooperate. Utilizing different entangled states as quantum channels, such as Bell and GHZ states [17] , five-qubit cluster state [18] , five-qubit Brown state [19] , generalized Bell and GHZ qutrit states [20] , etc [21] [22] , recently a variety of QOS schemes have been proposed and this topic has attracted some attention. W states were first presented by W. Dür et al [23] and have been extensively studied in the last decade. As multi-particle entangled states, they have been exploited to fulfill various quantum tasks in different quantum scenarios. Nowadays, it is well admitted that W states are a kind of important quantum resource in quantum information processing. Due to some of their inherent advantages (e.g., their robustness), W states have been attracting much attention [24] [25] [26] [27] today. In this paper, we will use Bell states and two different W states as shared entanglements to study the issue of QOS. Specifically, we will put forward two different QOS schemes. One uses a Bell and a symmetric tripartite W states as quantum channels, while the other utilizes a Bell and an asymmetric W states. After we present our proposals, we will reveal both schemes' differences with respect to quantum resource consumption, operation complexity, classical resource consumption, success probability and efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will present the two QOS schemes, respectively. In section 3, we will show their important features, including security, symmetry, probability and compare our two schemes in the five aspects: the quantum resource consumption, the difficulty or intensity of necessary operations, the classical resource consumption, the success probability and the intrinsic efficiency of the schemes. At last we will give a concise summary in section 4.
Two schemes with Bell states and two different W states
In both two schemes there are three legitimate users, say, Grey, Holly and Jack. Let Grey be the initial performer of the concerned operation Ω, Holly and Jack be the two sharers. Grey wants to perform a unitary operation Ω on the target qubit in one agent's site. Actually, he may not hear of the concerned operation Ω before, either. He wants to fulfill the task with his agents' assistance and by making use of the quantum and classical channels linking he and agents. However, he does not trust either agent completely. Specifically, he should certain that the operation can not be successfully executed on the qubit by either agent solely but conclusively achieved via the mutual collaboration of his two agents. Suppose the sharer Holly has the target qubit to be finally operated. The qubit is in an arbitrary state and labeled as h ′ reads
where a and b are arbitrarily complex and satisfy |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1. To start with, we assume that Grey shares a Bell state
with Holly, where the qubit g 1 is in Grey's site, the qubit h 1 in Holly's position.
Scheme with Bell state and symmetric W state
Now let us present our first QOS scheme (called as the S1 scheme later). The schematic demonstration is illustrated in figure 1 . The scheme can be concisely depicted as follows. Except for the Bell state, another shared entanglement employed by the three participants is a symmetric W state
where the qubits g, h and j are in the location of Grey, Holly and Jack, respectively. At first Holly carries out a Bell-state measurement on his qubit pair (h ′ , h 1 ) and announces publicly the outcome (two classical bits) via classical channel. Throughout this paper the four Bell states are written as
Obviously, the composite system consists of the channel qubits (g 1 , h 1 ) and the initial target qubit h ′ , its state is
Naturally, Holly's measurements lead to the following collapses:
where σ x = |0 1| + |1 0| , σ y = |0 1| − |1 0| and σ z = |0 0| − |1 1| are Pauli operators. Once receiving Holly's information, then Grey executes an appropriate Pauli operation to convert the state in qubit g 1 to |Ψ (see Table 1 ). To be specific, if Holly measures |ψ
, Grey decides to perform σ x , σ y , I or σ z on her qubit g 1 , where I is an identity operator. 
Subsequently, Grey carries out the operation Ω on her qubit g 1 , i.e.,
This indicates the concerned operation Ω has been performed on the target state |Ψ . Next, Grey carries out a Bell-state measurement on his qubit pair (g 1 , g) and announces publicly the outcome (two classical bits). Note that, before Grey's measurement the total joint state of the four qubits (g 1 , g, h, j) is
It can be rewritten as
From this reexpression, one is readily to see that Grey's measurements lead to the following collapses:
If Holly and Jack collaborate and decide Holly to conclusively reconstruct the conceivable state, then they can do as follows. First, Jack measures his qubit j with the computational bases {|0 , |1 }. If |0 is measured, then he tells Holly the massages through their classical communication. Otherwise, he does nothing. In the latter case, the sharing of the unitary operation has already failed at this stage. Easily one can rewrite the right hand of equation (10) as
Secondly, after the transformation, if the measurement result is |0 , then Holly can apply one of the unitary transformations {σ x , σ y , I, σ z } to convert the state with Jack's help (i.e., Jack tells him the result via their classical communication). By virtue of this scheme, the unknown arbitrary operation can be shared by the sharer entity. Nonetheless, such situation only appears with a certain probability. Easily one can work out each occurrence probability. For |ψ + , it is 
If the two agents collaborate and decide Jake to conclusively reconstruct the conceivable state, then they can fulfill the sharing in the almost same way as that Holly is chosen. The only difference [cf. figure 1 (I) and (II)] is that Holly and Jack should exchange their performances. That is, Holly measures his qubit h with the computational bases. If he measures |0 , then tells Jack the massages via their classical channel. Otherwise, he does nothing. When Jack receives Holly's message, Jack applies one of the unitary transformations (σ x , σ y , I, σ z ) to recover the conceivable state (Ω|Ψ ).
Scheme with Bell state and asymmetric W state
Now let us move to propose our second QOS scheme (referred to as the S2 scheme hereafter). The schematic demonstration is illustrated in figure 2 . The scheme can be concisely depicted as follows.
As mentioned before, in this scheme an asymmetric three-qubit W state is employed instead of the symmetric one in the first scheme. Grey owns the qubit g, Holly the qubit h, and Jack the qubit j, respectively. The asymmetric W state reads
where α and β are complex and satisfy |α| 2 + |β| 2 = 1. As same as the first scheme, the Bell state is taken as quantum channel to realize the QST process, and the concerned operation is implemented on the target state which has been teleported from the qubit h ′ to the qubit g 1 . Next, the asymmetric W state |W a ghj will be taken as the quantum channel to fulfill the sharing process. At this time, the state of the composite system consisting of the channel qubits (g, h, j) and the initial target qubit g 1 is
To achieve the final sharing, Grey measures her qubit pair (g 1 , g) in complete Bell-state bases and notifies Holly and Jack of the measurement outcomes through classical channels (see the table 3). Then Grey's quantum information has already been split between Holly and Jack. This can be easily seen from equation (14) . At this point, Holly and Jack perform a peculiar collective unitary operation U on qubits h and j. The unitary operator U under the ordering bases {|00 , |01 , |10 , |11 } takes the following form
After the collective operation, the right hand of equation (12) is transformed to
Then Holly can get the conceivable state Ω|Ψ by applying one of the unitary transformations {σ x , σ y , I, σ z }. Hence the success probability of this scheme is 1. 
If Holly and Jack agree to recover the conceivable state U |Ψ in Jack's qubit j, they only need to perform a necessary collective unitary operation U ′ instead of the original U on their two qubits [cf. figure 1 (I) and (II)]. Then Holly and Jack should exchange their performances. Concisely speaking, after the necessary collective unitary operation U ′ , Jack implements a peculiar inverse operation to recover the conceivable state Ω|Ψ , where U ′ takes the following form
Discussions and comparisons
Now let us simply analyze the security of our schemes. As mentioned before, the precondition of our QOS schemes are the quantum channels are assumed secure. Hence, it is necessary to consider the issue of the quantum channel security before the legitimate users' actions. In our schemes the qubit distributions through quantum channels are fulfilled by the sender Grey solely. The present quantum channels are very similar to those in Refs. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] to some extent. Consequently, the mature sampling method combining with the block transmission technique originally presented by Long et al [8] can be used to check the quantum channels security against any potential outside eavesdropping. As for as the potential inside cheat(s), the strategies [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] including the famous decoy-photon ones proposed by C. Y. Li et al [35] [36] have been adopted in QSS schemes. They can be directly employed in our schemes and also very valid and efficient, too. Here we do not repeat them anymore.
Let us move to reveal some features of our schemes. In both schemes, either Holly or Jack can finally recover the conceivable state Ω|Ψ . Alternatively, the concerned operation has been finally shared by the two sharers. Hence, as for as the sharers are concerned, both schemes are symmetric. From the description of both schemes one is readily to see that, the first scheme (a W state is used) is a probabilistic one, while the second scheme (an asymmetric W state is used) is a deterministic one.
In the following let us compare our two schemes from the following five aspects: quantum resource consumption, difficulty or intensity of necessary operations, classical resource consumption, success probability and intrinsic efficiency. We have summarized both schemes in table 4 from these aspects. The intrinsic efficiency of the QOS scheme is defined [37] as η = P/(q + t), where q is the number of the qubits which are used as quantum channels (except for those chosen for security checking), t is the classical bits transmitted, and P is the final success probability. From table 4, one can see that both schemes consume the same quantum resources. As for the operation complexities of the two schemes, they are almost same except that the necessary collective unitary operation in the S2 scheme is a little difficult than the single-qubit unitary operation in the S1 scheme. The classical resource consumption in the S2 scheme is less than that in the S1 scheme. The success probability and efficiency of the S1 scheme are 2/3 and 1/15, while the S2 scheme are 1 and 1/9. Obviously, our second scheme is more superior and economic than the first one.
At last, we want to point out that, if the two sharers (Holly and Jack) are regarded as a single party, then our QOS schemes are reduced to the corresponding QOT schemes. In this sense, one can think our present schemes are more general.
Summary
To summarize, in this paper we have presented two three-party QOS schemes (S1 and S2) for sharing a single-qubit operation on a remote qubit in either sharer's site. Two groups of shared entanglements, i.e., a Bell and a symmetric W states, and a Bell and an asymmetric W states, are used respectively. Both schemes are symmetric as far as the sharers are concerned. The S1 scheme is probabilistic while the S2 scheme is deterministic. They consume same quantum resources. However, the S2 scheme consumes less classical resource. The necessary operations in the S1 scheme is a little easier than those in the S2 scheme. Hence, in all the inherent efficiency of the S1 scheme is lower than that of the S2 scheme. Integrating all, we think the S2 scheme is better than the S1 scheme.
